1986 toyota pickup transmission

It came with two input shaft lengths pre- and and up 20mm longer. A 4WD manual transmission
found in many Toyota trucks. A 2WD transmission found in the Toyota Tacoma. A 4WD
transmission found in the Toyota Tacoma. A 4WD transmission found in the Toyota Tacoma , an
upgraded version of the RF with triple-cone synchronizer added to first gear. A 2WD 5 speed
transmission found in most light duty Toyota Dyna trucks, this transmission has a drum brake
on the rear and steel housings. These transmissions can be used to give a significantly lower
first, and a slightly higher overdrive 5th when fitted to an R 4WD gearbox. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion
may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by introducing citations to
additional sources. Categories : Toyota transmissions. Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from April All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. This transmission model is not
electronically controlled. It is instead controlled by throttle position and also by a governor.
This transmission is electronically controlled by an electronic shift control module.
Mechanically similar to the A43D. Four speed automatic with lockup torque converter, electronic
controls and viscous coupling center differential. Three speed automatic front wheel drive ,
longitudinally mounted. Even with FWD, the engine is also mounted longitudinally. These
transmissions have a governor gear. Unlike the AE counterpart which is electronically
controlled, the AL uses a plastic governor gear to select which gear to go into. Over time and
wear, this plastic gear's teeth shred and eventually cease to be able to control gears. This
results in a transmission that can only shift to first and reverse, but not to any further forward
gears. Replacement of this governor gear is relatively inexpensive compared to a replacement
transmission as it can be serviced without taking the transmission out of the car. The
detachable bell housing, which attaches the main transmission case to the engine, has an
engine-specific bolt pattern, which appears on its upper surface as cast-in letters. This is the
twin turbo only heavy duty version with some internal mods. The main case is similar to the
common AE but not interchangeable, the bell housing has "J3" cast into the upper surface, and
is larger diameter to accept the larger torque converter and special flex plate. Maximum power
using the stock internals should be limited to significantly higher than the standard AE used
with the 2JZ-GE normally aspirated engine [ citation needed ]. Type: Full automatic 4-speed
transmission with converter lock-up. Mechanical throttle control input for kick-down function.
Connects to external oil cooler. This particular version has a weak reverse â€” prone to noise
and failure â€” failure included problems with 1st brake. I6 and V8 versions similar. However V8
versions have slight internal upgrades to handle the increased torque LS? Smaller parts, a
hydraulic circuit with fewer components allow the transmission to maintain the same size as the
previous LS 's unit. Aluminum has also replaced steel on gear tooth surfaces. The torque
converter can lockup from 2nd to 6th gears. Final drive ratio is 2. Same gear ratios as the AA80E
but a shorter 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see AXX disambiguation.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. For other
uses, see AXX. US: Cobra Transmission. Retrieved 2 August Categories : Toyota transmissions.
Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing
additional references Use dmy dates from April All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from May Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Toyota Motor Corporation uses many different transmissions in their products. They
can be divided into different families. The A-series are 2 to 8-speed automatic transmissions for
front wheel drive, all wheel drive, or rear wheel drive use built by Aisin-Warner. The K-series are
CVT transmissions for front wheel drive. The C-series is a manual transmission for transverse
engine applications, front engine front wheel drive and mid-engine rear wheel drive
applications, built by Aisin AI , as well in the Elise and Exige. The EC-series is a higher-strength
compact 6-speed transmission for front and mid-engine applications. The G-series is a 4- and
5-speed manual transmission for rear wheel drive and all wheel drive applications, built by Aisin
AI and Toyota Autoparts Philippines. The H-series is a 4- and 5-speed manual transmission for
Land Cruisers and Coaster from â€”present? The L-series are 4- and 5-speed manual
transmissions for rear wheel drive cars and trucks. Not to be confused with the L-series HSD
hybrid transmissions. The P-series is a 5-speed manual transmission for rear wheel drive cars
with Porsche -type synchronizers. Not to be confused with the P-series HSD hybrid
transmissions. The RC-series is a 6-speed manual transmission for longitudinally-mounted
engines in 4WD vehicles. The S-series is a 5-speed manual transmission for front and
mid-engine drive applications. The W-series is a 4- or 5-speed manual transmission built by

Aisin AI. The V-series is a 6-speed manual transmission built by Getrag. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. Main article: Toyota A transmission. Main article:
Toyota U transmission. Main article: Toyota C transmission. Main article: Toyota E
transmission. Main article: Toyota EB transmission. Main article: Toyota EC transmission. Main
article: Toyota G transmission. Main article: Toyota H transmission. Main article: Toyota K
transmission. Main article: Toyota P transmission. Main article: Toyota R transmission. Main
article: Toyota RA transmission. Main article: Toyota RC transmission. Main article: Toyota S
transmission. Main article: Toyota T transmission. Main article: Toyota W transmission. Toyota
Global. Retrieved 12 May Retrieved Categories : Toyota transmissions Toyota Lists of
automobile transmissions. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
is different from Wikidata Webarchive template wayback links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Jump to navigation. Click here to view current Fresno
County C19 Metrics. Due to the uncertainty surrounding Coronavirus COVID , with health and
safety being a top priority of both our employees and customers, we are doing our part in
helping reduce the transmission of COVID by closing our Store Front to the public until further
notice. We are processing and shipping web orders, so please give us a call at anytime during
normal business hours if you need any assistance! Thank you! Click here to view our
Transmission Gear Ratio Chart. Click each picture for a larger version. Click here to view
current Fresno County C19 Metrics Due to the uncertainty surrounding Coronavirus COVID ,
with health and safety being a top priority of both our employees and customers, we are doing
our part in helping reduce the transmission of COVID by closing our Store Front to the public
until further notice. Browse Products. Current Specials! User login. Remember me. Create new
account Request new password. Rebuilt Manual Transmission. L50 2WD Diesel. RF for 3. RF for
Turbo 2. Jeep AX5. Jeep AX WA, -B, C? These letters are not used by Toyota, so where did they
come from? Back in the mid 90s Marlin realized he needed a better way to distinguish between
the many different W56 transmissions Toyota used from After having compiled the world's first
and only RF1A Transfer Case Bible , Marlin created the now highly popular letter designations
for the W56 transmission. The rest as they say is history! RF 3. Testing in Grand Junction, CO:.
Racing in Wendover, Nevada:. Toyota manual transmissions are made of tough stuff, and they
usually shift well and come in a small lightweight package. But as with anything on a wheeling
truck, time can take its toll, and the same is true for the five-speed in our '86 Toy pickup
commonly referred to as Clampy. Clampy has been through the wringer in recent years and a
repower was the next step in this little truck's life. However more power wasn't going to mix well
with the old trans. In fact it wasn't even the original unit, but a weaker early model that shifted
more like stirring soup than selecting gears. Even though it hadn't completely broken, with the
current 60 horses under the hood a future power upgrade was definitely going to be that little
gearbox's noose. We had a plan to repower the truck with a late-model Toyota engine you'll see
that story in a future issue , and while at Marlin Crawler preparing for the swap we began
discussing our options for transmission upgrades. Marlin Crawler has been doing dual
transfer-case kits for years, but they also specialize in rebuilding Toyota transmissions. Our
bench racing resulted in the assembly of an R-series transmission which is commonly found
behind the V-6 engines and the turbocharged four-cylinder. These transmissions can take
serious power numbers and are often used in high-horsepower racing Toyotas. Close Ad.
Forums Photos Industry Videos. Fred Williams Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share
on Twitter. A pickup truck is a light weight vehicle with an open-top cargo area in the rear.
Toyota pickup trucks have a reputation for being reliable vehicles that run with minimal
problems for prolonged periods of time. According to 4X4 Wire, the model had some new
innovations added to it which made it more desirable. The Toyota pickup engine was
redesigned to produce horsepower with 4, RPM. With a 2. It was possible to order models with a
four-speed automatic transmission. In this model, if it had a bucket seat, the gear shift was set
slightly forward to allow for extra space. The improvements made to the engine meant that
customers noticed that the truck was better able to handle much heavier loads without breaking
down or causing problems with the handling of the truck. The engine changes lead to improved
fuel efficiency. According to Fuel Economy. In the first year of production, modifications in the
wheel hubs lead to the production of inch rear wheel drums compared to 8-inch rear wheel
drums in previous year models. The model was equipped with large
porsche boxster
nordyne e2eb 017ha wiring diagram
air ride switch box wiring diagram
r drum brakes to improve breaking and stopping power. A new independent front suspension

with torsion bars replaced the old solid front axle in this model. This meant the pickup was a lot
more comfortable on bumpy roads with less wheel movement and better steering control when
bumps were encountered. There were three choices of truck body available, an extended cabin
model, a one-ton long bed model and a short bed model. Adelaide Damoah has been writing
since Her work appears on eHow and she has experience with academic writing, web content,
newsletters and news releases. Her expertise includes health and art. Damoah holds a Bachelor
of Science in applied biology from Kingston University. Wheels In the first year of production,
modifications in the wheel hubs lead to the production of inch rear wheel drums compared to
8-inch rear wheel drums in previous year models. Suspension and Body A new independent
front suspension with torsion bars replaced the old solid front axle in this model.

